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Update model with the latest 
hard/software in B0 series

Compact type with reduced 
depth in B0 series

Parts feeder specification 
with modular tooling and wide 
variety options 

Wide range process capability 
with combination of 
three-independent tool posts 

B-axis tool post and 5-axis 
simultaneous control allows machining 
of the complex-shaped work.

The independent opposed tool 
post machine with linear motors

CNC lathe with 10 inch chuck 
and live tool

Basic CNC lathe CNC lathe with Y axis, 
back spindle, and live tool 

Swiss type automatic lathe with 
5-axis simultaneous control and 
max. 25,000 min-1 tool spindle

Swiss type automatic lathe with 
5-axis simultaneous control 
capable up to φ38 mm bar

Multi-tasking turning center with 
5-axis simultaneous control and 
linear scales 

NC controlled thread 
rolling machine

Compact gang type lathe for 
high-precision machine parts

TSUGAMI's unique basic structure 
high-performance machining center 
with linear scales

Basic CNC lathe with 10 inch chuck 
and long stroke capable of 1,000 mm 
long workpiece machining

Vertical machining center with 
30-tool magazine can process 
wide variety products.

Vertical machining center 
with direct ATC to reduce 
tool change time

FMA3H-V

B0126C SC206A-Ⅱ BW329ZJ

SS327-Ⅲ-5AX P036W M10D

M08J-Ⅱ M08SY-Ⅱ

TMA8F

R17NC-Ⅱ

M10JL10

C200

VA3S

VA4-Ⅱ G22
Swiveling wheel head specification 
for angular and ID grinding

Accuracy, Speed, and Rigidity
TSUGAMI is recognized worldwide for superior precision machine tools.

To support our valued customers in improving their productivity and saving energy, we exhibit the machine 
tools equipped with various energy-saving functions in addition to the automation systems that save labor. 

CNC Precision Automatic Lathe

CNC Precision Automatic Lathe CNC Lathe

CNC Lathe CNC High Precision Automatic Lathe

Horizontal Machining Center

Turning Center

Machining Center

CNC Precision Thread and 
Form Rolling Machine

Turning Center

Grinding machine for 
intermediate size workpieces 
between G18-Ⅱ and G300

Machining Center CNC Precision Cylindrical Grinding Machine

B0205-VR


